Steel Dog™ Stacking Plates are used to secure a tie at the joints between panels on the 1-1/8” plywood forming systems. Commonly used when stacking 4- or 5-bar panels between the successive courses.

- Through-hardened steel for long use
- Zinc-plated
- Double keyhole slot to orient in two directions

### Installation

1. **Set tie on top of panels at joint**
2. **Place Stacking Plate over notch in tie, then nail lower corners**
3. **Set next course of panels in place and nail upper corners of Stacking Plate**

### Product Information

- **Product Code**: SP-1
- **Qty/Box**: 100
- **Box Weight**: 35 lbs
- **Safe Working Load**: 2500 lbs

*At 2-to-1 safety factor*